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The right equipment to  
push your business forward.



CARTS

Greater efficiency and profitability are riding  
on your cart selection.

The cart is the workhorse of any foodservice operation.  
Even in its most basic form, the cart delivers extraordinary 
versatility, performance and productivity — advantages 
magnified even further when a cart is designed for a specific 
function. That’s why SPG offers the widest and deepest line of 
carts in the industry…

…and it’s why we will also customize carts that are ideally 
designed to:

 • Efficiently manage any task

 • Operate in any environment

 • Handle any load 

 • Withstand any level of abuse

in fact, SPG will customize carts in any size or design you specify…
manufacture in any material with any finish you require…and 
provide any casters, accessories or other features you desire. 
And we’ll do it all at a price that’s competitive with the off-the-
shelf solutions offered by others.
 
Of course, you may find the perfect carts for your operation are 
already available in our catalog. These include:

 • Food carts  • Platter carts
 • Dollies  • utility carts
 • Stocking carts • Flatbed carts
 • u Boats  • nesting carts

You’ll also find all SPG carts are built to deliver maximum  
durability and rust resistance for years of dependable service. 

When it comes to finding the right cart, remember that nobody 
offers you as many choices as SPG — which makes us the only 
real choice for your business.

To learn more, contact us today. 
877.503.4SPG (4774)
spgusa.com

SPG can customize our 
equipment in any material and 

to your unique size requirements.  
Contact us today for details.

Most SPG products meet nSF standards. 
For specific items, visit www.nsf.org



CARTS

AMCO Plasteel® CartsKelmax Hand Trucks

LPI Wire CartsKelmax Flatbed Carts Kelmax U Boats

Kelmax Rocket CartsKelmax 6-Wheel Low Block Carts AMCO Dishwasher Dollies Kelmax Milk Crate Dollies

The right casters to keep your business rolling.
The size, type and material of casters are all critical factors in maximizing performance and productivity. That’s why SPG offers you:

•  Polyurethane, polyolefin, soft tread rubber and phenolic wheels to optimize  
performance based on specific floor surfaces and operating environments

•  Rigid and swivel plate models for maneuverability

•  A range of sizes, widths and stem configurations 

•  Load capacities up to a full ton, operating temperature ranges from -30o to 600o F

Kelmax Stainless Steel 
Utility Carts

Here is just a small sample of our vast selection of quality carts:
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You can always Expect More from SPG. With a tradition for manufacturing excellence that 
goes back more than half a century, SPG not only brings you the most comprehensive lineup  
of storage equipment, but also the best one.

Our lines include the finest names in the storage industry: AMCO, Freestyle, ISS, Kelmax, LPI 
and Universal Stainless. And while each offers a unique array of equipment, they all share 
certain traits—like quality, value, durability, efficiency and profitability.

In addition to our extensive line of carts, SPG can provide a complete selection of products for 
every foodservice application:

Today, your customers expect more from you than ever before, that’s why you can always  
Expect More from SPG. So, if you want to save time, effort and expense, all while increasing 
profits and productivity, put SPG to work for you.

Visit spgusa.com to download our complete foodservice catalog.

To learn more, contact us today. 
877.503.4SPG (4774)    
spgusa.com

When it comes to foodservice equipment,  
no one offers you a bigger menu than SPG.

• Bakery    • Bar Area    • Cooler/Freezer    • Dish Area        
• Drive Thru    • Dry Storage    • Food Prep    




